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Deep learning and explainability

What’s happening inside?

What does it really learn?

Where is the linguistic structure?

Where does the bias come from 
and where does it stay in the model?

Why does it forget simple facts?

What does the model tell me 
about the data,  

about the world?Is the system intelligent?

How can I interpret the results?



Research in humanities and explainability

What’s happening inside?

What do humans really learn?

Where is the linguistic structure?

Where does the bias come from 
and where does it stay in the human brain?

Why do they forget simple facts?

What does this tell me 
about the things I see 
and about the world?What is intelligence?

How can I interpret the results?

Simulation-based linguistics

Data

Tasks

Performance

Simulation-based linguistics / DH?

Data

Tasks

Performance

Emerging structure?

Generalisability across  
languages and domains?

Knowledge acquisition?

Knowledge transfer?

Bias in the data?

Bias in the task?

Bias in the world and in society?
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Vázquez et al. A Systematic Study of Inner-Attention-Based Sentence Representations in NMT
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Figure 7: Heat map showing were each attention head (rows) focuses, using an example sentence.
Four different attention bridges from the {DE,FR,CS} $ EN models are used in the visualization,
where k is the number of heads in the bridge.

up more complex relationships, especially the main clause, where the most crucial syntactic and
semantic information can be found.

Our hypothesis of differentiated roles of the separate attention heads has been partly con-
firmed. Different attention heads do focus on different areas of the sentence. However, they do
not seem to specialize on information that is beneficial for a specific downstream probing task.
Rather we see significant correlation, such that some attention heads are particularly strong at
multiple probing tasks concurrently. We can also observe that the attention of individual heads
is in general very focused with a low kurtosis in its distribution until the sentence is covered.
Once this point is reached, inner-attention explores collocational relationships typically from the
beginning of the sentence incrementally extending its span.

In future work, we would like to investigate the behaviour of attention in our model with a
larger diversity of languages and tasks. An interesting question is whether we can see the same
trend with less related languages included in our data and whether we can force specialisation
using certain constraints or augmented loss functions during training. We also want to explore
the effect of adding other tasks that can be modeled with the same architecture including speech
recognition, sequence labeling or parsing.

Before concluding the paper, we briefly summarize related work in the following section.
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model interpretation

http://

semantic inference tasks multilingual language & translation models

Language Model from a 1,000 Languages

Training (actually 990 languages / language variants) 
• learn from translations of the Bible 
• emerging language continuum 
• visible language clusters 

The model can generate text: 
• turn on Swedish:  
‒ och jehova sade till honom : ” jehova har sagt , och jag skall ... 

• turn on German:  
‒ und er sprach zu ihnen : siehe , ich bin der herr ... 

• mix Swedish and German:  
‒ vocken ånner vocken ånnen söhenöckenföcken ... 

• average of Scandinavian languages:  
‒ og han sa til herrens : " han skal vitnaðus til herrens hjárt

Multilingual and multimodal translation

EN FI CZ

EN FI CZ

NN'Decoders:

NN'Encoders:

Neural'interlingua
shared'meaning'representation'matrix

audio ...images



Can we reason with neural semantics?

Natural language inference benchmarks:

A black race car starts up in 
front of a crowd of people. 

A man is driving 
down a lonely road. 

contradicts

A soccer game with multiple 
males playing. 

Some men are 
playing a sport. 

entails

Can we reformulate given sentences?

A system that is trained to translate can also 
paraphrase sentences in one language:

Can we translate between unseen language pairs?

language pair 
not seen in 
training data 
(zero shot)

Where does the model look at and why?Vázquez et al. A Systematic Study of Inner-Attention-Based Sentence Representations in NMT
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used in our experiments. An interesting further step is to investigate whether specialized roles
are assigned to the different attention heads (columns in the matrix) and whether they effectively
learn to focus on different parts of the sentence.

In order to analyze this, we conduct additional studies on the Europarl models, and we
further assess the performance of individual heads on the SentEval linguistic probing tasks. Our
aim is to find out whether some attention heads are particularly important in some probing task,
and whether we see differences in how the roles of the heads are distributed depending on the
size of the attention bridge.

We compare attention bridges of sizes 10, 25 and 50, and to study the effect of the individual
attention heads, we detach one attention head at a time to be used as the representation of the
sentence and apply them in the various probing tasks. Figure 5 shows two scenarios, attention
bridges of sizes 10 and 50 taken from the many-to-many Europarl model. In both scenarios, the
accuracy of each probing task is shown for each attention head, separately. To test stability, we
trained the probing tasks with five different seeds and present the average accuracy score in the
figure. The variance is very small in all cases and, hence, the trends shown in the illustration are
reliable.

If the attention heads obtain different, specialized roles, we expect to see a higher accuracy
on one probing task for a specific attention head and a higher accuracy on some other task for
another one. In the case of 10 attention heads (k = 10), it is hard to see any clear pattern. In
contrast, with 50 heads (k = 50) there are some tasks, in which the performance of the heads with
a higher index (> 40) is clearly better than the performance of the ones with low indexes (< 15).
The probing tasks, in which this phenomenon is particularly pronounced, are word content, top

constituents, number of the subject (subjnumber), number of the object (objnumber), and possibly
verb tense (tense). However, rather than differentiation there is strong correlation between these
tasks, such that an attention head that performs well on one task also performs well on the other
tasks.
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Figure 5: Performance of each attention head on the probing tasks. Mean accuracy along different
runs of SentEval probing tasks using the trained {DE,FR,CS} $ EN models with k = 10 and 50.

From the illustration, we can see that there is an interesting pattern with increasing per-
formance on attention heads with higher index. This can be seen especially on tasks like
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various syntactic and semantic probing 
tasks:

(V́azquez et al, CL 46(2), 2020) 



To sum up

Deep learning and language technology 
• black-box models that learn to read/listen and write/speak 
• downstream tasks like translation enforce to learn semantics 
• continuous language spaces can be learned 

Deep learning and humanities 
• black-box models are quite close to traditional humanities 
• interpretation of artificial models can be insightful 
• we are closer to each other than you may think …

Language Technology in Helsinki

http://opus.nlpl.eu

Data collection & MT 
2 languages (Finnish/Swedish)

Data collection for MT 
> 200 languages 

audiovisual data & MT 
6 languages 

semantics & MT 
> 1,000 languages

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/

https://memad.eu

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP

sentimentator

Mika Hämäläinen, PhD 
student

• Language technology for low-
resource languages


• sanat.csc.fi online dictionary 
for Uralic languages


• Automatically combining 
dictionaries for different 
Uralic languages


• Automatically finding 
neologisms in old English 
letters


